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Abstract

In general phonetics, stressed syllables are described as more prominent due to greater duration, higher intensity, less steep spectral slope and/or higher fundamental frequency. However, there are languages in which lexical stress commonly manifests with a post-stress rise (L*+H). Previous studies dedicated to post-stress rises in Czech were limited in material and/or methodology. Our current study extends the material to sizeable samples of three genres of speech: professional story-telling, poetry reciting and news reading. Over 30,000 syllables were manually labelled in terms of their accent-group status. The main focus of the study was the step between the stressed and the following syllable, but apart from the frequency of occurrence and size of the step, we also examined the influence of the position within a prosodic phrase. The results suggest that the post-stress rise should be considered a typical pitch accent in Czech, but that it does not occur uniformly across the examined genres and prosodic positions.

Index Terms: accent-group, Czech, post-stress rise, prosodic phrase, speech styles, speech genres, stress-group.

1. Introduction

1.1. Research background

Bitonal pitch accents have been reported in a number of languages, particularly in the prenuclear field. In the ToBI framework [1], these accents may be described as, for example, L+H* where the low (L) tone is leading and the high (H) tone is associated with the stressed syllable, or L*+H where the low target is associated and the high one is trailing. It is the latter situation, the post-stress rise, which is examined in this study, namely in Czech.

The post-stress rising tone, L*+H, has been described as “the prenuclear accent par excellence in Greek” [2-2]. It was found that, in prosodic words of at least three syllables, the L target was aligned near the beginning of the stressed syllable and the H target in the post-stressed vowel [3]. It was later found that lexical stress had no effect on this alignment in the phrase-medial (i.e., pre-nuclear) position [4]. While the prenuclear L*+H tones appear most frequently in Greek statements, questions and negatives, [2] documented systematic differences in their alignment and scaling between statements and questions – such that listeners were able to discriminate between the two melodies even with the nuclear melody removed from the stimuli.

A similar melodic pattern has been reported in some varieties of English. In a comparison of Orkney and Shetland dialects of English, [5] found that differences in the tonal peak alignment were sufficient for an LDA model to discriminate between the two dialects, with Orkney English having a low target on the stressed and a high target on the post-stressed syllable. [6] examined the Valleys accent of Welsh English and found that over 70% of pre-nuclear contours had a rising tone, with L*+H being the most frequent one. In addition, he noted that the post-stress syllable may also manifest as great duration and intensity as the stressed syllable.

The occurrence of the melodic peak on the post-stressed rather than stressed syllable has also been noted for various dialects of Spanish; according to [7], such observation was made already by Navarro Tomás in 1944 and has been supported in a number of studies since. [8] found a slightly greater variability in Standard Peninsular Spanish than was previously reported, but still confirmed L*+H to be the most frequent contour in the prenuclear field, particularly at phrasal onsets. Post-stress rise was documented in a comparative study of Standard Peninsular Spanish and Catalan [9], as well as in Brazilian Portuguese [10] or Danish [11].

In Czech, the language of interest in the current study, it has been known since the 1970s that listeners often identify as stressed syllables those which have lower fundamental frequency (f0) than neighbouring syllables [12]. The authors of this study suggested that it may not be prominence of the stressed syllable, but rather the acoustic configuration of the entire prosodic word that marks lexical stress in Czech. In a later acoustic study, [13] examined specially designed minimal pairs such as /svjetlo ‘pvi: majiː/ ‘they perceive light’ vs. /svjetlovni ‘majː/ ‘they have light in her’ and documented a typically rising-falling melodic movement in prosodic words of three or more syllables, with the stressed syllable manifesting lower f0 than the post-stressed one. In a follow-up study, [14] investigated the speech of radio broadcasters and confirmed the delayed rise (L*+H) to be the prototypical melodic configuration, in all positions within the prosodic phrase and particularly in stress groups comprising three or more syllables. Apart from these smaller samples of laboratory speech and news reading, an experiment with an extensive sample of unsupervised machine-labelled speech was also carried out, documenting post-stress rise in the source corpus [15]. Finally, in a comprehensive study of Czech lexical stress [16], [17], which included the same speech material uttered in spontaneous speech and, subsequently, in read-out phrases, the results were slightly less conclusive. No melodic movement (i.e., within +/− 0.5 ST) between the stressed and post-stressed turned out to be most frequent, but a post-stress rise was still approximately twice as frequent as a post-stress fall.

The question is, therefore, to what extent the L*+H tone is genre-specific in Czech. It should not be surprising that speech and particularly intonation recorded in controlled laboratory conditions differs from spontaneous speech. For example, in his study of Standard Peninsular Spanish, [18] showed...
significant differences between lab and spontaneous speech in \( f_0 \) movements (i.e., in the phonetic make-up of individual tones), in peak alignment, downstepping, and final lowering. In line with our efforts to investigate communicatively “meaningful” genres (i.e., those with a clear communicative intent and with an envisaged audience on the side of the speaker), this study sets out to investigate the post-stress rising tone, L\(^*\)+H, in three different genres of Czech. We focus on its presence, melodic extent, as well as positional dependence within prosodic phrases.

1.2. Research questions
- Do the three investigated genres differ in parameters of stress-groups?
- Is there a difference among genres in the size of the mean post-stress step?
- How frequent the post-stress rise (i.e., L\(^*\)+H pitch accent) actually is in Czech texts of the three genres?
- Is the size of the post-stress step influenced by the position of the accent-group in the prosodic phrase?

2. Method

2.1. Material
The three selected genres were news reading, poetry reciting and professional story-telling (i.e., narratives). They will be referred to as NSR, POR and PNV, respectively. These genres probably represent the same speech style: clearly articulated monologuing based on a written text. An important aspect of the material is its indisputable communicative intent: the speakers wish to be understood and appreciated.

The recordings representing news reading (NSR) were authentic news-bulletins from a national broadcaster (channels Czech Radio 1 and Czech Radio 2). The current Czech Radio news readers are expected to represent civilized normative speech without any colloquialisms, salient idiosyncrasies or fashionable mannerisms: they are considered guarantors of model Czech speech production. Our NSR sample consisted of 12 such experienced professionals (6 female + 6 male). The news bulletins are typically 3 to 4 minutes long (with voices of correspondents between individual news items excluded). A typical extent of one news bulletin in the sample was 40 sentences, which corresponds to approximately 1,100 syllables and 350 stress-groups (SGs).

The samples of poetry reciting (POR) were recorded in the sound treated studio of the Institute of Phonetics in Prague. The speakers (8 female + 4 male) were volunteering students of philology who expressed an inclination to poetry. They were given several poems and were asked to get familiar with the contents and form of each of them, practice the lines for as 750 syllables in about 285 SGs.

The story-telling (PNV) was extracted from audiobooks produced by renowned publishers in professional recording studios. The narrators were experienced actors of national level of prominence. The stories were all written by famous authors (so that the publisher could expect justifiable sales). There were 6 female and 6 male speakers, who produced about 970 syllables or 320 SGs each.

2.2. Measurements
First of all, the individually produced prosodic phrases and stress-groups had to be established. Both major and minor (intermediate) phrases were identified by expert auditory analysis (the authors of the study) guided by [19]. The actually materialized prominences, i.e., in the surface stress-groups, rather than some sort of canonical were captured. Our chief concern was a stressed syllable with real, not potential stress. The remaining syllables were also labelled according to their position in the SG, and all SGs were given a label according to their position in a prosodic phrase. Initial, medial, and final SGs were recognized, although in phrases containing only one SG the category initial-final had to be used. These were less frequent and will be referred to as ini-final. All labelling was done in Praat [20], and 11,540 stress-groups were found.

It has to be noted that it was not possible to analyze all the produced SGs. First, monosyllabic SGs with or without anacruses had to be excluded, as there is no post-stress syllable. (We use the term “post-stress syllable” only for syllables after the stressed ones within the same SG.) We also excluded disyllabic final stress-groups because the melodic movement in these is purely functional. After the exclusion of these two categories, 8,934 SGs remained for analysis.

The \( f_0 \) tracks were extracted using the autocorrelation method in Praat and manually corrected for octave jumps, missed voiced signal in regions of disturbed regularity, or spurious values. Since the \( f_0 \) values relevant for melody perception are found in the second third of the syllabic nucleus [21], we used a Praat script to determine five equidistant points spanning the second third of the syllabic nucleus, and subsequently calculated the arithmetic mean of these \( f_0 \) values. In order to approximate human hearing, the values in Hertz (Hz) were converted to semitones (ST).

To tell whether the step between stressed and the following syllable should be considered falling, rising or level, a threshold based on [21] was decided on: all steps of less than -0.5 ST are considered falling, those that exceed 0.5 ST are rising, while steps of equal or smaller than the absolute value of 0.5 ST are considered level.

3. Results

3.1. Structural properties of spoken texts
The most trivial yet interesting question is that of the length of the stress-groups, expressed in syllables. Table 1 reveals that the maximum length was 10 syllables, and it occurred only in news reading. In poetry, the longest stress group had 7 syllables. However, these long SGs were quite exceptional. Importantly, in all three styles it was three-syllabic SGs that were most frequent, even though in poetry and narratives only marginally. It is worth noting that monosyllabic SGs are also relatively rare in Czech (due to its inflectional character). Statistical significance of the differences was calculated for 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-syllable SGs using chi-square test (naturally with counts, not percentages): \( \chi^2(6) = 32.05; p < 0.001. \)

The mean lengths of SGs in syllables is displayed in Figure 1. It can be noticed that medial and final SGs (shown in white and dark grey) are always shorter than the initial (black) and ini-final ones (light grey) SGs. In terms of genres, poetry seems to have the shortest SGs, whereas news reading the longest. In news and narratives, only final SGs do not reach the mean length of 3 syllables.
Table 1: Occurrences of stress-groups of various lengths in syllables (1st column) for the three genres in percentages (each column adds up to 100%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n-sylls</th>
<th>poetry</th>
<th>news</th>
<th>narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>6.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>39.06</td>
<td>27.25</td>
<td>32.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>39.66</td>
<td>31.30</td>
<td>32.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>22.43</td>
<td>18.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>8.90</td>
<td>7.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This result naturally leads to a question of relative counts of SGs in the initial, medial, final positions and the number of ini-final items, i.e., the stress-groups that were initial and final at the same time as they formed a prosodic phrase on their own. The answer is provided in Figure 2, which clearly indicates that the differences are caused by medial and ini-final SGs. News reading has the lowest number of ini-final SGs and at the same time a relatively high number of medial stress-groups. This is related to the fact that the news bulletins are produced in longer prosodic phrases. The opposite was found out about poetry reciting. Medial SGs are quite rare, while one-SG prosodic phrases (= ini-final SGs) occur in higher counts. Individual verses apparently dictate division into shorter prosodic phrases.

The analysis was, therefore, repeated with rising steps only, i.e., with 4,484 cases (level and falling steps were left out; see Section 2.2 for determining the direction of melodic steps). The results suggest that if a perceptually relevant rise is present, then its overall mean is 2.16 ST. In poetry it is 2.03 ST, in news reading 2.07 ST, and in narratives 2.39 ST. The effect of GENRE is statistically significant: $F(2, 4472) = 39.9, p < 0.001$, with narratives differing from the other two genres. Given that after exclusion of the falls and levels the narratives displayed the highest post-stress rise, while before the exclusion the lowest, we can assume that the range of the steps in both directions is generally wider in story-telling. This might be related to the liveliness or dynamics of the contents.

The position of the stress-group in a phrase influenced the mean step between the stressed and post-stress syllable visibly. This can be observed in Figure 3, which shows boxplots of initial, medial and final cases in all three genres. Ini-final SGs were not included this time since they were infrequent and their behaviour was extremely varied.
An interesting pattern can be observed within the three panels of Figure 3, as well as in their mutual comparison. First of all, the medial step (i.e., the melodic interval in phrase-medial SGs) was always lower and less varied than the initial one, even if the difference is not equally salient in all three genres. Second, the final step is slightly smaller than the medial in poetry and narratives, but actually very prominent in news reading. That resonates with an informally observed mannerism of Czech news readers: some sort of emphatic expansion of the pitch range on the phrase-final stress-group.

Similarly to the previous procedure, we also processed the rising steps on their own. A two-way ANOVA was used with genre and position as factors. The effects of both factors were highly significant, but the interaction between them only reached marginal significance: $F(4, 4224) = 2.01, p = 0.091$. This means that after the exclusion of level and falling steps, the difference between genres remained only in the height of the step up (the narrative style produces the highest steps), but not in the relative treatment of the initial, medial and final positions. That is, the initial post-stress rise is always the highest, while the medial is always the lowest. The exact values are given in Table 2.

### Table 2: Mean heights of post-stress rises in ST by SG position in a phrase and by genre.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Poetry</th>
<th>News</th>
<th>Narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Occurrence of post-stress rise

The material offered 8,934 opportunities to post-stress rise, i.e., there were almost nine thousand SGs with a post-stress syllable. The previous analyses already showed that the arithmetic mean only calculates with the size of the steps. The calculation disregards the fact that, generally speaking, a rise is still interpreted as a rise in prosodic structure, even if it is smaller than a fall elsewhere. Therefore, we used the method explained in Section 2.2 to classify all the stressed – post-stress; Figure 4 summarizes the outcome.

First, it is obvious that a post-stress rise is more frequent than a falling or level melodic movement across all three genres and SG positions. However, the mutual proportions of these three possibilities are not uniform. Initial SGs in poetry and final SGs in news reading seem to be the post-stress rising champions. On the other hand, medial SGs in all three genres and final SGs in poetry reciting exhibit the lowest occurrence of post-stress rises, even if still higher than the occurrence of the other two options.

4. Discussion

Our study succeeded in providing answers to the research questions in Section 1.2. As to the structural properties, we found differences among the three genres in the mutual ratios of two-, three-, four-, and five syllable SGs. Also, the mean length of a SG according to the position in a phrase was not uniform across the genres. The initial and ini-final SGs are on average longer than medial and final ones. A tentative explanation could be that this is caused by anacruses. They can occur only after a prosodic break, hence in an initial or ini-final SGs. (We count an anacrusis into the SGs to which it inclines. Leaving it out as some sort of residual material would not be suitable for Czech with its lexically fixed stress on the first syllable.)

The mean steps between the stressed and post-stress syllables, as well as the mean post-stress rises (i.e., after exclusion of falls and levels) were found significantly higher in initial positions than in medial positions. That is not particularly surprising since the need to mark beginnings of prosodic phrases is known from other languages. Yet, the quantification of rises was not previously sought in three different genres (Table 2). The mean height of 2 ST is consistent with the occasionally reported narrower pitch range of Czech intonation. A noteworthy detail is also the unusual behaviour of the final post-stress rise in news reading (middle panel of Figure 3), which we tentatively explain as a feature peculiar just to this specific genre.

We also argue that the arithmetic mean in intonology could be deceptive to some extent. As it is generally accepted that a rise is more demanding than fall to produce, it is possible that despite a negative mean, there are more rises in the spoken texts, even if the melodic steps upwards are smaller. The number of rises relative to falls would then be more ‘phonological’ than the mean step across all movements. Be that as it may, the numbers of perceptually relevant rises in our material were always higher than the numbers of falls or levels. This is a fact that was indicated in the past but never entered prominent textbooks or manuals, perhaps because the suggestions were based on less extensive material or material that was only machine-processed, without human corrections. We believe that our study will inspire future research in the prosodic role of various forms of post-stress rises and their communicative functions.
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